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Abstract— This project is proposed to help visually
challenged people. It manipulates to image processing and
natural language processing techniques to simulate human
vision. The proposed system takes images and other
multimedia files and forms logical sequence between them
and help the users understand it. We focus on recognizing
human actions in still images, which is done by analyzing
human poses and their interaction with objects. A systematic
approach of recognizing objects and their relationship is
developed through this project. In the image processing
technology, automatically generating a natural language
description of an image is an important task. A multi-model
neural network system is used in this paper which describes
the content of images automatically. This multi-model neural
network is divided into an object detection and localization
model, which extract the information of objects and their
spatial relationship in images respectively. Sentences
generation is done by using long short-term memory (LSTM)
units with attention mechanism in a deep recurrent neural
network (RNN). This can also be used to provide highly
sophisticated search and in forensic systems since mining
data from multimedia files greatly improves the search and
data analytics.
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satiating their curiosity when they encounter unfamiliar
objects to offering field guide experience for bird watchers.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing image recognition system by google detects
individual objects and faces within images and finds and
reads printed content within images. This system cannot
recognise relationships between objects in the image. It can
only identify the objects. Example it can be able to specify a
person is riding a bike. The existing system can spew out
words like ‘person’ and ‘bicycle’. Though it has many
features like extracting data from images and identifying the
color of the objects. It has no proper implementation to aid
visually challenged people. The other challenges are it takes
long time time to process information from cloud as
processing information locally on the device is very slow.
Many computer vision-based assistive systems for the blind
have tackled the problem of environment sensing and
understanding [27], e.g. in the system reported in [28]
semantic maps for indoor spaces were used to support high
level localization, navigation and context awareness.
However, very few of the assistive systems consider the
pervasiveness aspect [8, 22, 29] and work either in indoor or
outdoor environments.

I. INTRODUCTION
The idea is to paint the scene in front of the user. Instead of
relying on humans to guide them, visually challenged people
can use Computer vision. Computer vision is used to identify
the objects in the scene and describe it to the user. This
software takes photo from the smartphone and uploads into
cloud to process information in the image. Our ultimate goal
is deep understanding of image i.e Understanding the whole
relationship between images thus identifying the scenario not
individual objects. Thus Image captioning follows the
following path: extracting the complete detail of individual
object and identifying their associated relationship from
image. Finally, sentences are generated automatically by the
system to describe the image. This problem is extremely
significant, as well as hard because it involves two major
artificial intelligence fields: computer vision and natural
language processing. When the machine learning system
identifies the objects, actions and relationship between them,
it returns the result in text and audio format. This system can
identify multiple objects in the image and also the
relationship between them. User can also ask information
about color, shape and other properties of the object. This has
wider range of applications even if it aimed at visually
challenged people. This can be used to improve search
engines as mining data from multimedia like images and
videos greatly improves the search and data analytics. It can
be used to identify real world objects around us from children

The above image describes the working of the
existing system. It correctly identifies various objects in the
image. But it can’t identify the relationship among them.
Thus the following system is proposed,
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system recognises the logical relationship
between the objects and it can be used to tell stories with
images. It speaks out loud the objects and their relationship
to the user. The user can converse with the module and ask
questions. The system can discover multiple objects in the
scene such as table,dog and the child,it can also understand
the relationship between them.
The various modules are
 Object Identification and Localization
 Relationship Identification
 Voice Interaction module
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A. Architecture of Modules
The above “Fig 1” represents the work-flow of the project.
The user opens the camera and takes the picture of the scene
to be recognised. The object recognition module uses training
set data to recognize objects in the module. The relationship
Identification module finds relationship between various
objects. Finally the voice interaction module forms UI for the
visually challenged people.
1) Object Identification and Localization
It identifies the objects in the scene and their physical
properties like color , shape,etc. It uses neural networks and
training data set to identify the objects in the image.Neural
Network (NN) is chosen as a classifier tool due to its wellknown technique as a successful classifier for many real
applications. Neural Network is selected as classifier because
it gives high accuracy and basically used for nonlinearity
detection.
Significant progress has been made in object
detection in last few years. The success in RCNN (regionbased convolutional neural networks) and Recurrent Neural
Networks helped in this significant progress [3]. We use
Faster R-CNN for object Detection because of its efficiency
and effectiveness. Faster R-CNN is composed of two
modules. Deep fully convolutional network that propose
regions is the first module, the second module is the Fast RCNN detector [3] which uses the proposed regions to detect
objects. The last shared convolutional layer outputs
convolutional feature map by sliding a small network over it
to generate the proposed regions [7]. This small network
maps for each sliding window of the input convolutional
feature map, small network to a lower-dimensional feature.
Two sibling fully-connected layers: a box-classification
layer(cls) processes these features and a box-regression layer
(reg). After training, the Faster R-CNN produce a set of
rectangular object proposals, with an objectness score from
an input image (of any size). To choose the top-n boxes as the
regions of objects in the input image, the above produced
rectangular boxes are sorted according to their scores in
descending order. The Fast R-CNN model has a fully
connected layers which maps feature vectors to each
rectangular object region. More explicitly, n objects are
detected in every input image and each object is represented
as a d-dimension vector:
{ obj1 , obj2 , ... , objn } obj i ∈dd
To identify the spatial relationships between objects,
object Localization part is designed to extract the information
of objects spatial locations. Junqi etal. [4] has also used the
locations of different localized regions to derive the
annotations. They have just added the boxes central's with
width, height x location, y location and area ratio with respect
to the entire image's geometry to the end of the vector of each

localized regions. In this paper, the implementation of
extracting information of each object location is completely
different from Junqi etal. [4]. In object detection part, we
know that for each input image, the output is n rectangular
object regions, each with an objectness score. For each object
in this image, we keep the region of its bounding box
unchanged and set remaining regions to mean value of the
training set. So we get a new image, which has the same size
as the original image but just consists the bounding box
region of one object as shown in Figure 1. As we detected n
objects for each image therefore, we get n new images for
individual image. Each new image will then be fed into the
VGG net [2]and the feature vector of its 'fc7' layer will be
extracted, which yields to the vectorized representation of
object location. Furthermore, we get another n vectors of tdimension in which each vector represents the information of
spatial location of each object:
{ loc1 , loc2 , ... , locn }, loci ∈ dt .
Each annotation vector A i consists of two parts:
First, vector obji represents the feature of object which is used
to particularly describe the contents of image. Second, vector
loc i represents the feature of object location which gives us
information about the location of individual object.
A i = [obj i ; loc i ], A i ∈ d D , D = d + t.
B. Relationship Identification
This module identifies relationship between various objects
in the given image. This is done by using natural language
processing and further image processing. To recognize
motions of objects.(verbs). Take a specific dance sequence.
Have the machine see and learn many dance sequences. Make
sure the differences between each of them is learned and also
the differences between similar motions which are not dances
such as walking and running etc. are known. The point where
the machine can recognize a new dance that it never saw it
understands the concept of dance. The concept of
generalization is more completely and thoroughly
understood. It is possible a machine might generalize
concepts we cannot understand.
The first subproblem involves on how to delineate
the detailed shape of human-object interaction regions (i.e.,
the action mask). Subsequently the second subproblem
concentrates on proper feature representation for the
recognition task.
The input to our model is a single image I, while the
output is a descriptive sentence S consists of K encoded
words:
S = {w 1 , w 2 , ... , w K} .In the encoding part, firstly,
we present a model that recognizes objects in the input image
followed by a deep CNN to extract their locations, which
reflect the spatial relationship associated. All the information
will be represented as a set of feature vectors referred as
annotation vectors. The encoding part produces L annotation
vectors, each of which is a D-dimensional representation
corresponding to an object and also its spatial location in the
input image: A = {A1 , A2 , ... ,AL} A i ∈ RD
This section describe the training of proposed model. The
training data for each image consists of input image features
{Ai } and output caption words sequence {w k }
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Parameters of the proposed encoding part is fixed,
so we only need to learn the parameters of the proposed
decoding part, which are all the attention model parameters
ΘAtt = {W. , U. , Z . , b . } jointly with RNN parameters Θ RNN .
We train our model using maximum likelihood with a
regularization term on the attention weights by minimizing a
loss function over training set. The loss function is a negative
log probability of the ground truth words
w = { w 1 , w 2 , ... , w K }:
LOSS = − ∑ t log (p(w j )) + λ ∑ i (1 − ∑ t α i,j )
Where w j is the ground truth word and λ > 0 is a
balancing factor between the cross entropy loss and a penalty
on the attention weights. We use stochastic gradient descent
with momentum 0.9 to train the parameters of our network.

C. Voice Interaction Module
This module forms the user interface of the project. It helps
to converse with user using voice control. The user can hear
the object before them, they can also ask questions about it.
We use WaveNet to build the interactive system because it
facilitates modelling the raw waveform of the audio signal
directly, one sample unit at a time. This means the wavenet
can model any kind of audio data including music using raw
waveforms. It can also produce more natural-sounding
speech. It is shown that WaveNets can be able to generate
speech which mimics any human voice and accent. It also
sounds more natural than the other best existing Text-toSpeech systems, reducing the gap with human performance
by over 50%
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an interactive system which can
identify not only the objects but also the relationship between
them when the live image data is fed into it. It designed to aid
visually challenged people by including voice interactive
system. This model uses multi model Neural Network which
can automatically learn and describe the content of given
images. The spatial locations of the objects in an image and
other information about the objects is extracted and given to
a deep recurrent neural network (RNN) which uses LSTM
units to generate descriptive sentences with attention
mechanism. When the description is generated each word in
it is automatically aligned to different objects in the input
image. The user can prompt the system using voice
commands to get detail about scene before them.The
proposed model is more optimized compared to other
benchmark algorithms on the ground that its implementation
is totally made on human visual system.
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